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This is the ul�mate team challenge!
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Under the guidance of an experienced
commercial pilot you will take to the
virtual skies in an 80 ton, 500mph airliner,
from take oﬀ to landing, you will only have
minimal input from an your instructor,
and so its all down to you!
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Virtual Aerospace ul�mate group
events puts you , your friends or
colleagues at the controls of a professional
ﬂight simulator used to train real world
pilots.
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The ULTIMATE Corporate Event Day!
Could your team fly an airliner?

Virtual Aerospace Team Events
Nothing requires more planning, teamwork or clarity of communication than flying an airliner. Whether it’s planning your route, reacting to a continually
changing picture, or monitoring 80,000 pounds of thrust, anything less than perfect deployment of your skills could be disastrous! Similarly
we appreciate the individuality, precision and planning that your corporate day needs and can offer a fully tailored event to meet your itinerary.
Come and join us at one of our 6 UK branches and try your hand at flying a state of the art Boeing 737 simulator or experience the thrill of piloting
the only Vulcan bomber simulator in the world today (Manchester branch only). Virtual Aerospace corporate events service is the perfect way
to reward your team, entertain clients or provide team building excercises. One thing we can guarantee is that nothing will get the heart
pumping faster than taking the controls of an 80 ton, 550 mph airliner whilst attempting to land at some of the worlds most dangerous airports!
Virtual Aerospace events staff will work closely with you and your team to ensure your day runs smoothly, whether thats organising travel, hotels,
meeting rooms or food. All of our training centres can accomodate your requirements. To add to the fun we like to run each session as a friendly
competition, so whatever your needs might be, we are here to work closely with you to create the best experience possible!

A Typical Team Event Includes

About Virtual Aerospace

WELCOME MEETING
Meet the instructors at your pre flight briefing
over coffee / tea.
Team Allocation, teams can be made up of
2 or 3 person groups. Team Roles include
Captain, First Officer and in the case of 3
person teams an Engineer / Navigator.
TRAINING & BRIEFING
A chance for us to tell you a little bit about
how an airliner flies before we let you
loose on our multi million pound training
machines.
Dont worry there’s no test! The briefing covers
the basics of the main controls, how not
to fall out the sky and how not to get lost!
No previous flying experience is neccessary
neither do you need to be an xbox demon,
its all pretty straight forward and most people
even manage to land, often not on the runway
but they do land!
THE FLIGHT
With the basics under your belt its time to head
for the simulators and put those skills to the test.
Everybody gets a chance to fly the aircraft
including taking off, general handling and
landing. If you have chosen to have a friendly
competition then no points are awarded for
landing on the M25!
AWARDS & PRESENTATION
Each phase of your experience can be scored, with a
de-brief and prize ceremony at the end of the day.
An event director can be on hand throughout the day
to ensure your event runs smoothly.
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We are the UK’s largest flight simulator company
and our fleet includes:4 fixed Base 737 Professional Training Sims
2 Full Motion Boeing 737 Sims
1 Airbus A320 Sim
1 x Vulcan Bomber!
All of our instructors are fully qualified
commercial pilots. Either full time instructors
or current airline pilots.
We have 6 locations depending upon
packages required and numbers. Our centers
include,Northampton, Manchester, Gloucester,
Brighton, Cardiff and Burgess Hill. Conference
and catering facilities can be arranged at locations.
Refreshments and food will be available
F.O.C. throughout the day and depending upon
packages we can also arrange breakfast, meeting
rooms, and hotel conferencing facilities on
request.

Packages designed to suit you.

Bespoke Packages & Extras

Most of our facilities are based at airports so if required we can also arrange for other flying based activities to be included at
further cost, you can choose from some of the following:
Helicopter flights (Guide price approx £350 Per Hour) - Shoreham & Sywell only
Light aircraft flights (Guide price approx £190 Per Hour) - Shoreham, Gloucester & Sywell only
Vintage aircraft (Tiger Moth or Harvard) (Guide price approx £200 Per Hour) Shoreham Only
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What our Customers think!
“ Had a great day, made the hairs on the back of
my neck stand up, could not get it into my
head it was a simulator it was so realistic, would
deffinately recommend it to anyone and come
again myself, fantastic experience”.
Best Regards - Barrie Larner

“Personally I had a whale of a day and found the
whole experience exhilarating. To see the whole
team bond and bounce about their flying exploits
was a pleasure to be hold and something I would
recommend to others. In fact I would go as far
and say even to days open to our customers for
us to bring down and entertain. It was great and
still smiling now. Thanks very much”.
Kind Regards - Doug Woodberry

“I too would really like to thank you all at virtual aerospace
& your wonderful hospitality, added to one of the most
amazing experiences I have ever had (& I ride a Yamaha
R1 too)
The whole day was magnificently organised, presented &
executed perfectly, your guidance for us novices was just
perfect also, which culminated if a very rounded fun team
building day.
As you can tell, I am still buzzing from the whole experience,
& thank you all kindly, once again, & I would happily
recommend your business to anybody willing to listen & will”.
Kindest Regards - Shaun Burton-Pye

The perfect mix of challenge, adrenalin and fun wrapped up in a
professionally run, easy going day that will leave every member of
your team exhilerated and wanting more!
As Seen &
Heard on
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The Flight Simulators.
During the past 10 years flight simulators having been getting more and more realistic. Most people that remember the krypton factor would have
been impressed at the level of realism 20 years ago, yet today these machines are so realistic a newly trained pilot can complete his entire training
on just the flight simulator! That means he can go from flying a light 4 seat twin engined aircraft to having a license to fly a 200 seat, 550mph
airliner without actually getting into the real aircraft, they are that real!
Although Virtual aerospace have only been training professional pilots since 2010 with 9 flight simulators and 35 commercial flight instructors
we are now one of the largest simulators training facilities in the UK. We have trained pilots for many of the well known airlines including - Ryanair
Easyjet - Jet 2 - BMI - Norwegian Air - Dubai Airways - Wizz - Monarch - British Airways and many more. You will probably have seen our simulators
recently on TV as they are often used by Sky News & the BBC for documentaries and programs as well as appearing on numerous
radio and TV shows.
There are many different types of simulator but the main ones are split into 2 categories:
Fixed Base
Full Motion
Fixed Base As the name suggests they don't actually move. This keeps manufacturing costs down to a minimum and thus the hourly rental
prices are considerably lower than the full motion simulators, but as far as being in the cockpit is concerned, they are every bit as realistic as their
larger more expensive cousins. However, don't for one moment think that this takes away from the experience. With 180 degree wrap
around visuals, everybody is fooled into thinking that the simulator is actually moving. Your brain is tricked and we have had many people ask where
the hydraulics that make them move are. As for the inside they are exactly the same as the real aircraft.

Full Motion Flight simulators cost in excess of 15 million pounds. These huge machines fill large rooms, weigh many tons and are 50 feet high!
These machines feel exactly like the real aircraft, from feeling the bumps of the runway lights to being able to reproduce severe turbulence,
thunderstorms and foggy weather conditions. Clever motion cueing will even reproduce acceleration and increased G-forces.
These really are the ultimate thrill and today they are the closest that most people will ever come to feeling exactly what its like to fly a large
transport aircraft.

Locations
Sywell Airport
Northampton
NN60BN

Brighton Airport
Hanger 4
BN43 5FF

Gloucester Airport
Hangar SE2A
Staverton GL51 6SR

Unit P, Toll Bar Business Park
Stacksteads Lancashire
OL13 0NA

Burgess Hill
Victoria Gardens
West Sussex RH159NB

1 x Fixed Base 737

1 x Fixed Base 737

1 x Fixed Base 737

1 x Fixed Base 737
1 x Vulcan Bomber

1 x Full Motion Boeing 737 800 2 x Full Motion Boeing 747 400
1 x Full Motion Airbus A320
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The Norman Hanger,
Southside Cardiff Airport,
Rhoose Road
Rhoose, Vale of Glamorgan CF62 3EQ
Wales

